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needs to be augmented in two respects. be on the order of one inch equals one or
This would be particularly useful both to two miles and the maps should consist of
the explorationist and those who will selected areas of, say 300 square miles.
continue to insist on confirming or Most would be irregular in shape. County
excluding mineral exploration:
or township boundaries should not be
(l) The stratigraphic separation and considered as limits. The selected areas
statewide
correlation
of pre- and would consist of a group of small
post-mineral
layered volcanic rock portions of the state, and probably would
sequences should be undertaken. The not be contiguous.
pre- t» 0 st-mineraliza tion
temp oral
The map of each small area should be
boundary should be porphyry copperr published as soon as the field and office
altera tion-mineraliza tion. Mineralization material seem reasonably ready, even' at
of other
ages and origins seems the risk that errors of interpretation
inconsequential. Because mineralization
might be discovered by later fieldwork in
ages differ from one porphyry copper nearby areas.
district to another (Bisbee especially),
This would be a big project - not
new field mapping will be tricky; but age something that could be handled by a
dating is proving very useful.
couple of geologists working part time for
(2) Lines should be mapped around all a year or two. This kind of information
z 0 n e s 0 f d i s s.em in ate d 0 r would, however, be of major importance
stock-work-veinlet sulphides. Of course, in alleviating those land-use problems
this would mostly be done by the which result from conflict between the
interpretation of the outcrop evidences of mineral
explorationists
and other
original sulphides in the form of cavities, interests.
indigenous limonites and boxworks.
Ubiquitous,
transported,
or exotic
limonites derived from minerals other
SUMMARY
than sulphides would be ignored. No
by
distinction should be made as to the
Richard T. Moore
abundance, the species, or the origin of
A basic premise of these discussions
the
sulphides; nor,
should any has been an a priori assumption that our
separation of hydrothermal alteration
society will continue to demand and use
mineral assemblages be attempted. Where the products of the minerals industry.
drillhole or underground information is There are, of course, segments of our
known or reasonably suspected, outlines society that do not hold with this
should be projected beneath cover rocks. assumption, and they, therefore, would
To compile these two features will not agree that minerals exploration is a
require new field mapping, but by no necessary endeavor. However, it is to the
means would it entail re-mapping the remaining portion of our population, and
entire state, at least in the beginning. The I personally am convinced that this
new data would be combined with old ,portion represents by far the majority,
(the
present
State Map, Arizona that the following thoughts are addressed.
Geological Society Highway map, U.S.
Because ore deposits are, as one of the
Geological Survey publications, company
contributors to this discussion has stated,
maps, and whatever
other data is accidents of nature, occurring only in
available). The scale of the maps should specific locales, and sparingly at that, it is
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necessary that those deposits be mined
where they are found. This may sound
like a trite truism, nevertheless it cannot
be avoided.
There has been ample evidence in
recent years that some of the land
administering agencies of our federal
government are not interested in whether
or not valuable mineral deposits might
occur in specific areas under their
jurisdiction. The number of wilderness,
primitive, and game refuge areas that have
been proposed before any evaluation of
the lands for mineral character has been
made, and all of which exclude mineral
entry as one of the multiple uses, gives
strong evidence for this.
On this basis, it would seem to me that
major efforts should be made to retain as
much of our public lands as possible open
to mineral exploration, and that the
concepts of multiple use should be at the
very foundation of any land-use policy
and program established for the State of
Arizona. Further, in those cases where it
is felt that special usages should
predominate to the exclusion of other
uses, I feel that the mineral potential of
such areas should be carefully examined
prior to their withdrawal, in order that
our society not be denied access to
potentially valuable mineral deposits so
essential to its continued existence.
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